AQUALUMINATOR®

AQUALUMINATOR
LIGHT & WATER RETURN FOR ABOVEGROUND POOLS
®

ADD BRILLIANT UNDERWATER ILLUMINATION IN JUST MINUTES
There’s no easier or safer way to illuminate your pool than with
the Pentair® AquaLuminator light and water return. It installs in
minutes into your pool’s existing water return hole to brilliantly
illuminate water and make evening swims a more beautiful
and satisfying experience. The water return and light fixture are
combined in a single, integrated and highly efficient unit. There’s no
need to cut new holes and risk violating your pool manufacturer’s
warranty. You’ll wonder why you waited so long to add the
entrancing glow of underwater lighting to your pool.
ɒ Advanced, hydro-optic technology produces more light with less
energy than others—you light your entire pool affordably.
ɒ The energy-efficient halogen quartz light has a rated life of 4,000
hours to deliver maximum value.
ɒ No expensive wiring is required. Just plug into a normal outlet.
ɒ Comes with two color lenses to create just the right mood for
your evening swims.
ɒ Adding the AquaLuminator light and water return to your pool is
truly “plug ‘n play”. You get the brilliance of underwater lighting
in just minutes, for lasting pool beauty and enjoyment.
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AQUALUMINATOR
LIGHT & WATER RETURN FOR ABOVEGROUND POOLS
®

Light and return fitting combination
provides improved water circulation
and illumination in a single fixture
Truly “plug-’n-play”, installs in just minutes
Comes with two color lenses to set different
moods for your evening swims

VIBRANT LIGHTING AND ENHANCED WATER FLOW FOR BETTER CLEANING PERFORMANCE
Add the magic of underwater lighting to your pool. But why settle for
less when the AquaLuminator light and water return gives you brilliant
underwater illumination and easy “plug ‘n play” installation? The
AquaLuminator light and water return is the right lighting choice for
just about any aboveground pool.
ɒ Installs in just minutes.
ɒ 25-foot plug-in power supply cord is included.
ɒ Optional fountain attachment adds visual excitement and sound
to your poolscape.

Optional pressure cleaner adapter

Optional fountain attachment

ɒ Optional pressure cleaner adapter provides dual light and
cleaner functionality.
ɒ Meets or exceeds all applicable UL, National Electrical Code,
and CSA requirements.
ɒ One-year limited warranty. See warranty for details.
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